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SPACES OF CONTINUOUS LINEAR FUNCTIONALS ON FUNCTION SPACES

by

Subiman Kundu

(ABSTRACT)

This thesis is a study ofseveral spaces of continuous linear functionals on various function

spaces with a natural norm inherited from a larger Banach space. The completeness of these

norrned linear spaces is studied in detail and several necessary and sufficient conditions are

obtained in this regard. Since spaces of continuous linear functionals are inherently related

to spaces of measures, their measure-theoretic counterparts are also studied. By using these

counterparts, several necessary and sufiicient conditions are obtained on the separability of

these spaces of continuous linear functionals.
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Introduction

By the late nineteenth century it was apparent that many domains of mathematics dealt

_

with transformations or operators acting on functions. The idea that motivated the creation

of functional analysis is that some of these operators could be considered under one abstract

formulation of an operator acting on a class of functions. Moreover, these functions could

be regarded as elements or points of a space. Then the operator transforms points into

points and in this sense is a generalization of ordinary transformations such as rotations.

Some of the above operators carry functions into real numbers, rather than functions. These

operators that do yield real or complex numbers are today ca.lled functionals.

The abstract theory of functionals was initiated by Volterra in work concerned with the

calculus of variations. Even before Volterra started his work, the notion that a. collection

of functions all defined on some common interval be regarded as points of a space had

already been suggested. Riemann, in his thesis, spoke of a collection of functions forming

a connected closed domain (of points of a space). Ascoli and Arzela sought to extend to

sets of functions Cantor’s theory of sets of points and so regarded functions as points of a

space. Also around the same time, Hadamard was thinking of the family of all continuous

functions defined over [0,1], a family that arose in his work on partial differential equations.

He also undertook the study of functionals on behalf of the calculus of variations. The term

functional is due to him. So it is clear that the idea of function spaces is as old as that

of functionals. But the first major effort to build up an abstract theory of function spaces

and functionals was made by Maurice Fréchet, a leading French professor of mathematics,
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in his doctoral thesis of 1906.

So far as abstract function spaces are concerned, one of the far-reaching results of

the above·mentioned studies by different mathematicians is ‘Riesz Representation Theo-

rem’ (RRT in short). Actually many different versions, though essentia.1ly same, of this

theorem are given in different references. Here we give the most commonly known ver-

sion of this theorem. But first we need to fix some notations. Let C(X) be the set

of all real-valued continuous functions on a locally compact Hausdorff space X and let

Cc(X) = {f E C(X) : f vanishes off a compact subset 0fX Note C,,(X) with sup-norm is

a normed linear space where sup-norm · ||„ is defined as follows. For f 6 Cc(X), define

|| f ||,„= sup {|f(2:)|: 17 E X Then RRT says that for every positive linear functional F on

C,,(X), there exists a unique regular Borel measure p such that F(f) = f fdp holds for

every f E C,,(X Moreover the representing measure is the regular Borel measure induced

by F on X. See [1] for details.

But note that RRT actua.lly gives the conjugate space of a very particular function

space in terms of a space of measures. But for a topologist, there are many different

kinds of function spaces. So it is very natural for a topologist to a.sk what will be the

measure·theoretic counterparts of the conjugate spaces of these function spaces (this term

‘conjugate’ here is slightly abused, because these function spaces, in general, are not normed

linear spaces). Also an analyst, most of the time, deals with very nice topological spaces

such a.s metric spaces, compact spaces or at best locally compact Hausdorff spaces. But

a topologist would like to start working on a more general setting, i. e. , preferably with
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only one assumption on the space that it be a completely regular Hausdorff space just to

ensure that there are ‘enough’ functions in C(X) to separate points of X. This means that

a topologist would like to start with a space on which less restrictions are imposed. But

obviously it makes the study of conjugate spaces of different function spaces much harder.

Also a topologist, contrary to the interest of an analyst, would like to investigate some

topological properties of these conjugate spaces in terms of the topological properties of the

completely regular Hausdorff space X. In this thesis, we try to do that.

In chapter one, we first introduce several function spaces. In fact, we also develop a new

function space to answer a question of completeness (which comes up in chapter two) from

a proper perspective. Then we introduce several normed linear spaces of continuous linear

functionals over these function spaces. After that we develop some general properties and

tools to be used in the next chapters.

In chapter two, we study the completeness of the normed linear spaces introduced in

chapter one. But first we break up these normed linear spaces into two positive parts, more

precisely, into two positive cones. After that several necessary and sufficient conditions are

obtained for the completeness of these spaces, i. e. , for these spaces to be Banach spaces.

Here in this chapter, we also get a clear idea why we have developed a new function space

in chapter one.

Since spaces of continuous linear functionals are inherently related to spaces ofmeasures,

in chapter three, we study their measure—theoretic counterparts. We mainly do it in terms

of regular Borel measures. But also the characterization of one counterpart is done in terms
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of regular Baire measures.

In chapter four, we study the separability of these spaces ofcontinuous linear functionals.

Here we use chapter three extensively to obtain some necessary and suflicient conditions for

these spaces to be separable.

Results and definitions are numbered consecutively throughout the text. For instance,

a reference of the type ‘by Theorem 1.5.5’ means that we refer to that theorem which is

in chapter one. IR will denote the set of a.ll real numbers with the usual topology and

card(X) will denote the cardina.lity of X. And as mentioned before, we will require all our

spaces X to be Tychonoff spaces (i. e. , completely regular Hausdorff spaces).!

Note: For the historical perspective given in this chapter, I would like to acknowledge
A

Professor Morris Kline for his book ‘Mathematical Thought from Ancient to Modern Times.’
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Chapter I

Generalities

Let C(X) denote the set of all continuous real-valued functions on a completely regular

Hausdorff space X and let C‘(X) be the set of bounded functions in C(X) . Different

topologies are used for C(X) and for C*(X) , and consequently we can have different spaces

of continuous linear functionals (real·valued functions) over C(X) or So first we

briefly study different topologies on C(X) and their relationship.

1 Topologies on C(X)

Let us denote by Ck(X) (respectively by Cp(X)) the set C(X) topologized with the compact-

open (respectively the point-open) topology. A subbase for Ck(X) (respectively for Cp(X

is given by the collection {[A,V] : A is compact (respectively A is finite) in X and V is

open in IR} where [A,V] = {f E C(X) : f(A) Q V}. Also it can be shown that the

compact-open (respectively point-open) topology on C(X) is the same as the topology of

uniform convergence on compact sets (respectively on finite sets). See [9], Chapter I, for

the details. This fact actually gives the following theorem. But first define < f,A,6 >=
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{g E C(X) :|f(2:) — g(2:)|< 6 for all x E A} where f E C(X),A is a subset 0fX and 6 > 0.

Theorem 1.1.1: The collection B = {< f,A,6 >: f E C(X), A is compact (respectively

jinite) in X and 6 > 0} is a base for the compact-open (respectively point-open) topology

on l _

It is well—known that both Ck(X) a.nd'Cp(X) are locally convex spaces. The locally
l

convex compact-open topology on C(X) is generated by the collection of seminorms {pK:

K is a compact subset 0fX } where pK(f) = sup |f(2:)| :2: E K} for f E C(X).Let=

{f E C(X) :pA(f) < 6} where A is asubset ofX.

Let Ll = {VpK,€: K is a compact subset ofX, 6 > 0}. Then Z1 forms a neighborhood base

at 0, where 0 denotes the zero—function in Consequently, for each f €C(X), f + U =

{f + V : V E U} is a neighborhood base at f.

Simila.rly the locally convex point-open topology on C(X) is generated by the collection

of seminorms {pF : F is a finite subset of X} where pF(f) = sup{[f(x)| : x E F}. As

above, for each f E C(X),f +I„l = {f + V : V 6 LI} is a neighborhood base at f where, in

this case,
ul

= {VpF’€: F is a finite subset of X, 6 > 0}.

Note that the compact-open topology on C(X) is finer than the point-open topol-

ogy. The supremum norm on C"‘(X) is defined as f ||„= sup{|f(2:)|: 2: E X} for f E

This supremum norm generates a finer topology than the compact-open topology

on C"‘(X). We denote this normed linear space by C;‘o(X) . Also C;‘o(X) = C;(X) if and

only if X is compact (see [10], page 10).

Now we define a new topology on C*(X). Let oz be a collection of subsets of X which
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satisfies the following two conditions: each member of ot is C"-imbedded and (ii) if

A,B E a, then there exists C E oz such that A U B Q C.

For each A E oz, define a seminorm pA on C*(X) as before. For f E C*(X),pA(f) =

sup{| _f(x)| : ac E A}. Consider the locally convex topology on C*(X) generated by the

collection of seminorms {pA : A E oz}. Because of (ii), for each f E C*(X),f+Z„( = {f+ V :

V E U} is a neighborhood base at f where Z1 = {VPA ,6: A E oz, 6 > 0}. We call this new

locally convex topology on C*(X),a-topology and the corresponding topological space we

denote by C;(X).

Note when oz = /C(X) = {K Q X : K is a compact subset of
X}”or

oz = .7-'(X) =

{F Q X : F is a finite subset of X}, we get compact-open or point-open topology on

C*(X) respectively. The following theorem gives a relationship between C;(X)

andTheorem1.1.3: The sup-norm topology on C*(X) isfiner than the oz -topology on C"(X). We

denote this fact by C;(X) S C;°(X). Also C;(X) = C;o(X) if and only ifa contains X.

Proof Let B(f,6) = {g E C*(X) f- g ||„< 6} where f E C*(X) and 6 > 0. Now if

A 6 oz, then f E B(f,6) Q f+ VPA,6 for all f E C"‘(X). But this implies that sup-norm

topology on C*(X) is finer than oz-topology on C*(X), i. e. , C;(X) S C;°(X). Now sup-

pose oz contains X. Then B(f, 6) = f+ VPX’6 for all 6 > 0 and for a.ll f E C*(X). This

means the sup-norm topology on C*(X) is weaker than the cz-topology on C*(X Hence

C.’§(X) = C';‘..(X)·

Now let C;o(X) = C;(X). Since B(0,6) (choose 6 < 1) is open in C;o(X) and C;O(X) =

C;(X), there exist an A E cu and a. 6 > 0 such that 0 EVPA ,6 Q B(0,6). Note 6 S 6. Now

'
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we claim that A = X. If not, then there exists 27 in X\A and consequently there exists g in

C(X,I) (C(X, I) is the set of all continuous functions on X with range in I = [0,1]) such

that g(A) = 0 and g(2:) = 1. g(A) = 0 means g 6 VPA ,6. But g(x) = 1 means ||g||o,_,2 1, i.

e. , g ¢ B(0,6). Hence X = A. I

2 Sets of Continuous Linear Functionals

Let Ak(X) (respectively Ap(X be the set of all real-valued continuous linear functionals

on Ck(X) (respectively on Cp(X

Note since C;(X) (respectively C;(X is a dense linear subspace of the locally convex

space Ck(X) (respectively Cp(X , the set of all continuous linear functionals on Ck(X) (res-

pectively on Cp(X is equal to the set of all continuous linear functionals on C;(X) (res-

pectively on C;(X (See [12], page 132.) In [7], we have used the notation A(X) to denote

Ak(XLet A„(X) be the set of all continuous linear functionals (real-valued) on C;(X Note

when X E cr we get A,,(X) = A<„(X), which is equal to the set ofall (real-valued) continuous

linear functionals on C;°(X In [7], we have used the notation A'(X) to denoteA,„(XA

linear functional A on C(X) (or on C*(X is positive provided that A(f) 2 0 for each

f
€

C(X) (or for each f E C"(X) respectively) such that f 2 0 and we express this by the

notation A 2 0. Now let Aj'(X) = {A E Aj(X) : A 2 0} where j = p,k,a and oo. If A is

a linear functional on C(X) (or on C*(X) respectively) and A is a subset of X , then A is

said to be supported on A provided that whenever f E C(X) (or f 6 C*(X) respectively)
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with f |A= 0, then A(f) = 0. Since A is linear, this is equivalent to saying that whenever

f,g E C(X) (or f,g E C*(X) respectively) with f|A= g|A then A(f) = A(g).

Needed in the following lemma is the fact that if A E A{‘(X) and f,g E C(X) with

f S g then A(f) S A(g). This is true since g — f 2 0 and A(g) — A(f) = A(g - f) 2 0. Also
i

in the lemma constant functions on X are denoted by the constant to which they map.

A
Lemma 1.2.1:For each A E Ak(X), there exists a K E lC(X) such that A is supported

on K. Conversely, if A is a positive linear functional on C(X) which is supported on some

K E /C(X), then A E AQ‘(X).

_ Proof If A E Ak(X), then since A : Ck(X) -> IR is continuous at 0, there exists a K E IC(X)

and a 6 > 0 such that A( VpK’6)Q (-1,1). Let f E C(X) with f|K= 0. It sufiices to show

that |A(f) |< 6 for every 6 > 0; so let 6 > 0. Now for each x E K,| §f(x) |= 0, so

pK(§f) = 0 < 6 and hence ff EVpK’6. Then A(%f) E (-1,1), so that since A is linear

A(f) E (-6,6) as desired.

For the converse, let A be a positive linear functional on C(X) which is supported on

K E lC(X). It suffices to check the continuity of A at 0, so let 6 > 0. Define 6 = and

let f E VpK’6. Then f [K: K -> [-6,6] has an extension g E C(X) which maps into

[-6,6]. Note that A(g) = A(f) and |g(x) |S 6 for all 2: E X. Let g+ and g‘ be defined by

g+(x) = max {g(x),0} and g‘
(x) = max{—g(x),0} for each x 6 X. Then g = g+ —g‘, 0 S

g+S6and0Sg”S6sothat

I^(f)I=|«\(y) I=l«\(g+ — y' <- ¤

The proof of Lemma 1.2.1 can be modified to obtain the following two lemmas.
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Lemma 1.2.2: For each A 6 Ap(X), there exists an F 6 7(X) such that A is supported

on F. Conversely, if A is a positive linear functional on C(X) which is supported on some

F 6 .7:(X), then A

6Lemma1.2.3: For each A 6 A,,,(X). there exists an element A in oz such that A is sup-

ported on A. Conversely, if A is a positive linear functional on C*(X) which is supported

on an element of oz, then A 6 Aj,'(X).

Also for Aj,(X), we have the following lemma.

Lemma 1.2.4: Every positive linear functional on C,’§°(X) is continuous.

Proof Suppose A is a positive linear functional on the normed linear space C;°(X For

f 6 C;°(X) with f ||,„S 1 we have -1 S f S 1 where 1 is the constant function on

X mapping every element of X to 1. Since A 2 0,—A(1) S A(f) S A(1) which implies

sup : ||f||„S 1;f 6 C*(X)} = A(1) < oo. Hence A is continuous on C;o(X). l

Now we are interested in knowing whether there exists a minimal compact (or flnite

respectively) support for a A 6 Ak(X) (or 6 Ap(X)respective1y). The answer to this

question is aflirmative, and the following series of Lemmas gives that answer.

Lemma 1.2.5: Let A be a closed subset of X, let K 6 lC(X) and let A 6 Ak(X). If A is

supported on each 0fA and K, then A is supported on A V1 K.

Proof Think of X as a subset of its Stone-Öech compactification ßX and let Z be the

closure of A in ßX. To show that Z V1 K = A 0 K, let x 6 Z H K and suppose x ¢ A. Since

A is closed in X, then there exists an open set W in ßX such that W Q X = X\A. Since

10



:1: 6 Z, then W V1 A 96 0. But W V1 A C W V1 X = X\A which is a contradiction. Hence

Z V1 K = A V1 K.

To show that A is supported on A V1 K, let f 6 C(X) such that f |,lnK= 0. Define

g : Zu K ->—lR by g(27) = Oif 27 6 Z and g(2:) = f(2:) if z 6 K. This is continuous

and since Z U K is closed in ßX, there is a. continuous extension g of g to ,6X. Then define

f = g |X . Since f |K= f|K and f],l= 0, then A(f) = = 0. Therefore A is supported

on A V1 K. I

For each A 6 Ak(X), define ICA = {K 6 K(X) : A is supported on K} and let KA =

f]KA. By lemma 1.2.5, KA has the finite intersection property. Then KA is a compact

subset of X which is non-empty if and only if A 96 0.

Lemma 1.2.6: For each A E Ak(X), A is supported on KA. •

Proof Suppose, by way of contradiction, that there is an f 6 C(X) such that f IKA= 0 but

A(f) 96 0; say A(f) > 0. Since A is continuous, there exists a Kl 6 K(X) and an 6 > 0 such

that A(< f,K1,€ >) Q (0,oo). Define U = f'1($,§). Since KA Q U and KA has the finite

intersection property, then there exists a Kg 6 KA such that Kg Q U. Let 6 and open V

such that 0 < 6 < §,Kg Q V Q clV Q U and f(c1V) Q [-6,6]. Define K = Kl U Kg and

continuous gl : (Kg U (K V1 BdV)) —» [-6,6] by gl(2:) = 0 if x 6 Kg and gl(2:) = f(:c) if

:1: 6 K V1 BdV. Then gl has a continuous extension gg : K V1clV ——> [-6,6]. Define continuous

gg : K —> IR by gg(2:) = gg(2:) if :1: 6 K V1 clV and gg(2:) = f(2:) if 27 6 K\clV. Finally

let g be a continuous extension of gg to X. Now g 6< f, K,6 >, so that A(g) > 0. But

gIK,= 0, Which implies that A(g) = 0; a contradiction. I

11



Now the proof of Lemmas 1.2.5 and 1.2.6 can be modified to obtain the following two

lemmas

Lemma 1.2.7: Let A be a closed subset of X, let F 6 .T'(X) and let A E A,,(X). IfA is

supported on each of A and F, then A is supported on A F1 E

For each A 6 Ap(X), define .7·°A = {F 6 .7·‘(X) : A is supported on F} and let FA =

f].7·”A. By Lemma 1.2.7, fx has the finite intersection property. FA is a finite subset of X

which is non-empty if and only if A 56 0.

Lemma 1.2.8: For each A 6 Ap(X),A is supported on FA.

If A 6 Ak(X) (6 Ap(X)1·espective1y), then because of Lemma 1.2.5 (Lemma 1.2.7

respectively), KA (FA respectively) is contained in each closed subset of X on which A is

supported. So by Lemma 1.2.6 (Lemma 1.2.8 respectively) KA (FA respectively) can be

called the support of A.

Lemma 1.2.9: For each f 6 C(X) and finite set {A1, ...,A„} Q A_,(X) (j = p,k), there

exists a bounded g 6 C(X) such that A;(f) = A;(g) for each i = 1,2,- · · ,n. Furthermore, if

f 2 0, then g can be chosen so that g Z 0.

Proof Define K = KA, U-·-UKA„ forj = k and define F = FA, U--·UFA„ forj = p. Since

X is completely regular, the map f lK or the map f lp has a continuous extension g to

X which maps into a bounded interval containing f(K) or f(F) respectively. Then g 6

C*(X) and each A,(g) = A;(f). I

12



3 Algebraic dimensions of Aj(X); j = {p, k, 04,00}

First we show that AP(X) Q Ak(X) Q Aoo(X) and A„,,(X) Q A,„(X). Define Lp : Ap(X) —»

Ak(X) as follows. Let i : Ck(X) —> Cp(X) be the identity map. i is continuous and linear.

Then for each A E Ap(X), define Lp(A) = A o i which is continuous and linear and is

therefore an element of Ak(X Clearly Lp is one-to-one and hence Ap(X) Q Ak(X Now

define Lk : Ak(X) —+ A„(X) as follows. Let i : CQo(X) —> C;(X) be the identity map

and let j : C{(X) —> Ck(X) be the inclusion map; both maps are continuous and linear.

Then for each A E Ak(X) define Lk(A) = A o j o i which is continuous and is therefore

an element of A„(X The map Lk thus defined is one—to-one. To see this, suppose that

A,;t E Ak(X) with A 96 /,1. Then A(f) 96 p(f) for some f E Ck(X). By Lemma 1.2.9, there

exists a g E Cj:(X) such that A(g) = A(f) and ;.4(g) = p(f). But then Lk(A)(g) = A(g) 96

p(g) = Lk(p)(g) so that Lk(A) 96 Lk(p). Hence Ak(X) Q A„(X). So we have Ap(X) Q

S A«»(X)·

Now define L, : A,(X) —> A°o(X) as follows. Let i : C;°(X) —> C;(X) be the identity

map. Then for each A E A,,(X) define L,,(A) = A o i which is continuous and linear and is

therefore an element of A„(X Clearly Lo, is one—to~one. Hence A,(X) QA,„(XNow

for each 2: E X, define 45, : Cp(X) -> IR as followsz for each f E Cp{X), define

45,(f) = f(2:). Then 45, is a positive linear functional on Cp(X) supported on the finite set

{2:}. Hence by Lemma 1.2.2 A E A,§'(X).

Theorem 1.3.1: The set {45, : 2: X} is linearly independent and dimAp(X) = card(X).

13



Proof Let {¢„,,...,¢,„} be a finite subset of {45,, : 27 6 X} and a1¢,, + ·· · + a,,¢,„ =

0 where 11,6 IR ,1 S iS n. For each i (1 S i S n), there exists an fi 6 C(X,I) such that

f(:6;) = 1 and f§(:6j) = 0 for j 96 i; 1 S j S n. Therefore a1¢,,,(f;) + + a;¢,‘(f,) + · · · +

a„qS„„(f;) = 0(f;), i. e. , ag = 0:1 S i S n. Hence {45,, : :1: 6 X} is linearly independent.

Now we show that {aß, : :6 6 X} spans Ap(X).
l

Pick up any A 6 Ap(X) and suppose FA = {:61, . . . :6,,} is the support of A. As before for

each i (1 S i S n), there exists an f 6 C(X,I) such that f;(:6j) = 1 ifi = j and f§(:1:j) =

0 ifi 96 j,1 S j S n. Now given g 6 C(X) define t = Z;‘=1g(:6j)fj. Then tip}: g|pÄ and

hence

My) = »\(¢) = E§‘=1y(=¤1)»\(f5)

= Z};1 /‘(f1)</>„,(g)

= (Z}; «\(fj)¢>„,) (y)-

Therefore A = 2;*:1 A(fj)¢,j, i. e. , {gb, : :6 6 X} spans Ap(X) and hence {</>,„ : z 6 X} is

a basis for Ap(X).

Now we have the following injection <I> : X —· A;(X) defined as follows: for :6 6

X, @(22) = 45,,. Suppose :61 96 :62. Then there exists an f 6 C(X, I) such that f(:61) = 1 and

f(x2) = 0. So ¢>„,(f) = f(:61) 96 f(:62) = ¢>,,(f), i. e. , d>„, 96 45,,. Hence card(<I>(X) =

card(X) and so dimAp(X) = card(X). I

Corollary 1.3.2: dim(Aj(X)) 2 card(X) for j = k,oo.

Proof Ap(X) Q Ak(X) Q A,,<,(X) I

Corollary 1.3.3: Suppose .7:(X) Q 0:. Then dim(A„,,(X)) 2 card(X).
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Proof. If .7’(X) Q a, then C;(X) 3 C;(X) and consequently Ap(X) Q A,,(X). I

4 Topologies ou Aj(X), j = p,k,a and oo

Since the original problem for this dissertation started with the study of Af(X), we begin

by looking at the topologies of Af(X) and Ak(X Then we will consider topologies on

Aj(X), for j = p,a.

For each K E /C(X), let FK = {f E C(X) : XK 3 f 3 1} where XK is the char-

acteristic function with value 1 on K. For any K E /C(X), and positive number 6, let

W(A,FK,6) = {A' E AQ'(X) :|A(f) — A’(f)|< 6 for all f E FK} and let 1*,\ be the topology

on A§(X) induced by the collection {W(A,FK,6) : A E A{°(X),K E /C(X),6 > 0} as a

subbase. The topology 1*,\ on Af(X) was first defined and studied by Okuyama in [11]. But

then McCoy modified this topology a little and defined a new topology on AQ’(X) as fol-

lows. For each A,,u E Af(X) and K E KI(X), let ek(A,p) = sup {|A(f) — ,u(f)|: f E FK}. It

can be easily shown that each Ck is a pseudometric on Af(X For each A,,u E Af(X) and

K 6 IC(X), let W(Ä,K,€) = {p E A{’(X) : ek(A,p) < 6}. Then the new topology on

AQ'(X) has {W(A,K, 6) : A E AQ‘(X),K E KÄ(X),6 > 0} as a subbase. Call this new topol-

ogy on AQ'(X) 1*,. Now given W(A,K, 6) and p E W(A,K,6), it can be easily shown that

n E W(p,FK, g) Q W(p,K,6) Q W(A,K, 6) where 6 = §(6 — ek(A,p)). Hence 1*, is weaker

than ·r,\. From now onwards we will be interested only in the topology r, on Af(X) and

shortly we will see that (Af(X),1*,) is a (topological) subspace of a certain normed linear
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space, i. e. , actually (Af(X), rc) is a metrizable space.

- On A„„(X) we can define the following conjugate norm given by ,\||,= sup {|/\(f)| :

f 6 C*(X); ||f ||„S 1} for each A 6 A„(X). (A„(X),|| · ||,,), being the conjugate space of

the normed linear space C;o(X), is always complete, i. e. , (A„(X), · is a Banach space.

We have already seen in §3 that AP(X) Q Ak(X) Q A„(X) and A„,(X) Q A„„(X). So on

each of Aj(X) (j = p,k,a) we can assign this · ||.,.-norm. From now onwards, by Aj(X), we

will mean the normed linear space (Aj(X),

·Theorem1.4.1: The space (A]j‘(X),1·,,) is a (topological) subspace of the normed linear

space Ak(X).

Proof The basic open sets in the subspace topology that Af(X) inherits from Ak(X) look

like B(«\,6) = {Iu 6 A{'(X) :||«\ — ;1||.,.< 6} for «\ 6 Af(X) and 6 > 0.
F

Let p 6 W(«\,K,6) where «\ 6 AQ’(X),K 6 IC(X) and 6 > 0. Define 6 = %(6 — ek(«\,;.a)).

To show that B(p,6) Q W(«\,K,6), let 1/ 6 B(;1,6) and let f 6 FK. Since f 6 C*(X) and

||_f ||„,oS 1, then |p(f) - p - 1/ ||,,.< 6 = %(6 — ek(A,;1)). Also since f 6 FK, then

I«\(f)—#(f)|S ¢k(«\„#)- TMS I«\(f)-1/(f)ISI«\(f)—u(f)I + I1/(f)—¤/(f)I< %(<—¤k(^.#))+

= 6 — §(6 - ek(«\,p)). Since f is an arbitrary element of FK, then ek(«\,1/) S 6 -

ä-(6 -— ek(«\,;1)) < 6. Therefore 1/ 6 W(«\,K, 6) so that B(;1,6) Q W(A,K, 6). It follows that

W(«\, K, 6) is open in the subspace topology that A;'(X) inherits from Ak(X To establish

the other direction, let /\ 6 A;'(X) and 6 > 0. Define K = Ü and let 6 = §6. To show

that W(A,K,6) Q B(A,6), let 11 6 W()«,K,6) and let f 6 C*(X) with ||f ||.„S 1. Define

g 6 FK by g(a:) = ä-f(2:)+% for each 27 6 X. Then |«\(g) —;1(g)|< 6 so that |A(f)—;1(f)|=
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I2«\(g) — »\(1)— 2#(y) + #(1) IS 2 I«\(y) — #(g)I + |»\(1)— #(1)I - Sihee beth :1 end 1 (the
constant 1 function) are in FK, then [A(f) —;1(f) |< 26+6 = 36 = gc. Hence li 6 B(A,6) so

that W(A,K, 6) Q B(A,6). Therefore B(A,6) is open in A{'(X) and it follows that AQ’(X) is

a subspace of Ak(X I

It follows from the proof of Theorem 1.4.1 that {W(A,0,6) : A 6 A{'(X), 6 > 0} is in fact

a base for the topology 1*, on Af(X It also follows from this theorem that (Af(X), 1*,) is

metrizable. In particular, if d,(A,p) =|| A — p ||, for each A 6 A]‘f(X), then d, is a com-

patible metric on Af(X From now onwards, while working on A]‘f(X), we will be con-

sidering the metric space (Af(X),d,). Also while working on the positive cones Aj’(X) of

Aj(X) (j = p,a,oo), we will be considering the metric spaces (Aj‘(X),d,). In fact, from

now onwards, by Af(X) (j = p,k,a,oo) we will mean the metric spaces (Aj'(X),d,,,).

Theorem 1.4.2: Aj(X) is a closed subspace of the normed linear space Aj(X), (j = p,k,

a,oo).

Proof We do it for j = p,k. For j = cx, oo, a slight obvious modification is needed. So let

A 6 Aj(X)\A_;I'(X), j =p, k. Then there exists an f 6 C(X) such that f 2 0 but A(f) <

0. By Lemma 1.2.9, there exists a g 6 C*(X) such that g 2 0 and A(g) = A(f). Let r be a

positive number such that rg||,,$ 1. Define 6 = -§A(f). Now suppose p 6 Aj(X) is such

that ||p — A ||,,< 6. Then |,u(rg) — A(rg) |< 6 so that p(g) — A(g) < 7% = —%A(f). Therefore

p(g) < %A(f) < 0 so that ,u 6 Aj(X)\·Aj'(X). I
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5 Relation between A,(X) and Aj( Y) (j = p, k,o, and oo) where

X is a subspace of Y

First we deal with the case of Ap(X) and Ak(X) simultaneously. Then we will deal with

A„„(X) and A„(X) where 0 is a particular a. More generally, suppose that f : X —> Y is a

continuous map. This induces a continuous map f* :Cj( Y) —» Cj(X) (j = p,k) defined by

f"‘
(g) = go f. See [9], pages 18-22, for general topological properties of this induced function

f*. Again f* induces a linear map f" :Aj(X) —-> Aj( Y) defined by f**(A) = A o f* where

A E Aj(X) (j = p,k). Note that f*" takes A_;V(X) into Aj'(Y).

- Theorem 1.5.1:Iff : X —> Y is a continuous map, then f*" : Aj(X) 4 Aj(Y) (j =

p,k) is continuous.

Proof In fact we show that given A E Aj(X), we have f**(A) A ||,, . Note if g E

C(Y)w1thI|gIl«>S 1- ¢h¤¤ f*(g) = :1 ¤ f 6 C(X) 3-nd ||f*(y)II«»S 1- N<>w

IIf"*(«\)II- = S¤r>{If**(A)(y)|=IIyI|¤¤S 1;:1 6 C(Y)}

= S¤p{|«\ ¤ f*)(9)l¢ll9llo¤$ 1;y 6 C(Y)}

= S¤p{|«\(f*(y))|=|Iy|I«»S 1;y 6 C(Y)}

S S¤p{I«\(h)I=IIh|I«„S 1;h 6 C(X)}

= ll’\ll- · I

Theorem 1.5.2: If f* :C,(Y) —> Cj(X) (j = p,k) is almost onto, then f** is one—to-one.

Proof Suppose A1,A2 6 Aj(X) with f**(A1) = f**(A2). Let g E f*(C_,(Y)). So for some
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h 6 C1(Y)»s = f"(h) = h <> f- Naw A1(s) = A1(f’(h)) = (A1 ¤ f‘)(h) = ((f“"(A1))(h) =

(f**(A2))(h) = (A2¤f"‘)(h) = A2(f*(h)) = A2(s)- Sa A1 = A2 aa f*(C1(Y))- BH1 f*(¢'1(Y)) 1s
dense in Cj(X So «\1 = A2 and hence f"'* is one-to-one.l

Note: f* is almost onto if and only if f is one-to-one.

SeeTheorem1.5.3: Suppose f : X —+ Y is continuous. Suppose «\ E Ak(X) has compact

support KA and f* :C(f(KA),I1) —> C(KA,I1) is onto. Then ||«\||..=||f**(«\)||,. (C(X,I1) is

the collection of all continuous functions on X mapping into I1 where I1 =

[-1,ProofTheorem 1.5.1 already gives us f*"‘(«\) /\ ||,, . So we only need to show that

||«\||..$||f""'(«\)||.. . Cousider g E C(X) with ||g||„$ 1. So g|K, is in C(KA,I1) and hence by

hypothesis, there exists h in C(f(KA),I1) such that f*(h) = g|K,, i. e. , h o(f|K,) = g|K, .

Since f(KA) is compact, h has an extension h' in C(Y,I1). Now 2: 6 KA means h’(f(2:)) =

h(f(a)) = s(a). 1- s- . f"(n’) I1<.= sv Ix. and hsass A(y) = A(f*(n’)) = (A <> f*)(n’) =
(f**(:\))(h’) where h' E C(Y) with h' ||„$ 1. Hence «\ ||,= sup{|).(g)| : ||g||,„$ 1,g E

C'(X)} S saP{|f""(A)(l=’)| = |Ih’||«»S 1-h' 6 C(Y)} = IIf"(A)||- -¤
The proof of Theorem 1.5.3 can be modified to obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 1.5.4: Suppose f : X —> Y is continuous. Suppose «\ E Ap(X) has finite support

Fi and f* =C(f(F1),I1)—> C(F1J1) is anta- Thsn |lAII—=|lf“(A)|I— -

Theorem 1.5.5: IfX is a subbspace of Y and i : X —> Y is the inclusion map, then i** is

an isometry mapping Aj(X) into Aj( Y) (j = p,k).

Proof For i the hypotheses of Theorem 1.5.3 or of Theorem 1.5.4 are trivially satisfied.
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Hence i""'(A)[[„.:[[A[[,,. for all A E Aj(X) (j = p,k). I

Theorem 1.5.6: If X is a closed subspace of Y and i : X —> Y is the inclusion map, then

i**(Aj(X)) is closed in Aj(Y) and i**(Aj'(X)) is closed in
Aj‘(

Y) where j =p, k.

Proof We prove it for j = k. For j = p, the proof is similar.

Let A E Ak( Y) and suppose that there is a sequence (A.,) in Ak(X) such that (i**(A„))

converges to A. Then since i**(A„) — A[[—> 0 as n —> oo, we have for each

f E C"(Y). A(f) = „1§go¢"'(«\»)(f) = nlipgo «\»(f|x)-

Let f E C(Y) with f [K: 0. By an argument similar to that in the proof of Lemma

1.2.5, there is an f E C*(Y) such that f[KA= f IKA and f[X: 0. Then A(f) : =

lim„.„„ A„(f[X) = 0. Therefore A is supported on X, so by Lemma 1.2.5 KA Q X.

Finally, define u E Ak(X) as follows. For each g E C(X), take p(g) : A(f) where f is

any element of C(Y) such that f [KA: g IKÄ . Then u is well-defined since KA Q X. Since

A is continuous and linear, it can be easily checked that p is also continuous and linear,

i. e. , u E Ak(X). Also for each f E C(Y), i**(;1.)(f) : u(f [X) = A(f) so that A =

i**(u). This shows that i**(Ak(X is indeed closed in Ak( Y). A similar proof shows that

i**(A‘Q(X)) is closed in A‘[;(Y). I

Now we deal with A„„(X). If f : X —> Y is a continuous map, then f"‘ : C;o( Y) —>

C;°(X) is a continuous linear map, because given g E C;‘o( Y), we have [[f"‘(g) [[,„$[[g[[„ .

So correspondingly we have a continuous linear map f"* : A„(X) —> A„(Y). Note again

f" takes A;'o(X) into A§'o( Y).
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Theorem 1.5.7: Suppose f : X —> Y is a continuous map. Then f" :Aoo(X) —> A„(Y) is

continuous. In addition, if f* :CQ‘°(Y,I1) —> C;o(X,I1) is onto, then f** is an (into) isom-

etry.

Proof See Theorems 1.5.1 and 1.5.3. I

Corollary 1.5.8: Suppose X is a C*-imbedded subspace of Y and i : X —> Y is the inclusion

map. Then i** : A,„(X) —> A„(Y) is an (into) isometry, i. e., A„(Y) contains a copy of

A„(X) and AL(Y) contains a copy of A§,(X).
n

l
Remark 1.5.9: In the next chapter, we will show that ifX is a closed subspace of a normal

Hausdorß' space Y, then i"*(A„(X is closed in A„(Y). Also the same result is true for

^Z§„(·)·

At the end of this chapter, we discuss a A„,,(X) where a is a particular family of subsets

of X. For the rest of this chapter, every space will be assumed to be a normal Hausdorff

space and let 0 = {clXA : A is a 0-compact subset of X Note that 0 is closed under

finite union because U£°,=1
_Ä„

= where Ä = clXA. We denote the corresponding

A,,,(X) by A„(X Now let f : X —> Y be a continuous map. Then as before f induces a

linear map f" : C;(Y) -+ C;(X) defined by f*(g) = g o f where g 6 C;(Y). Likewise, as

before, a linear map f** : A„(X) —> A„(Y) is defined by f**(A) = «\ o f*. But for f** to be

well·defined, we need to ensure the continuity of f*. On the continuity of f*, we have the

following theorem.

Theorem 1.5.10:VSuppose f : X —> Y is a continuous map. Then f* :C;(Y) —> C;(X) is
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continuous.

Proofl Let g E C;(Y) and f*(g)+ VPA ,6 be a basic neighborhood of f*(g) in C;(X) where

A E 6 (this 6 is a subset of 'P(X) =the power set of X). Suppose A = UZ; K„ where

K„ E KI(X) for each n. So f(U§;1 K„) = UQT;1 f(K„) is a 6-compact subset of Y. Hence

f(U§;1 K„) belongs to 6 (this 6 is a subset of ’P(Y)). Since f(A) = f(U§;l K„) Q

K„) = B (say), it can be easily shown that f*(g+ VPB’6) Q f*(g)-|- VPA ,6. Hence

f* is continuous. l

The above theorem says that the linear map f** : A„(X) —> A„(Y) is well-defined.

Also note that, as before, f** takes Aj’(X) into Aj’(Y). The next theorem can be proved

in manners similar to Theorems 1.5.1 and 1.5.3.

Theorem 1.5.11: Suppose f : X —» Y is a continuous map. Then f** :A,(X) —> A„(Y) is

continuous. In addition, iff" :C„(Y, I1) —> C;(X,l1) is onto, then f" is an {into) isometry.

Corollary 1.5.12: Suppose X is a closed subspace of a space Y and i : X —> Y is the

inclusion map. Then
i"‘*

: A„(X) —> A„(Y) is an (into) isometry, i. e. , A„(Y) contains a

copy of A„(X) and Aj(Y) contains a copy of Aj'(X).

Remark 1.5.13: In the next chapter, we will actually show that if X is a closed subspace

of Y, then i**(A„(X)) is closed in A„(Y). The same result is also true for22



Chapter II

( Completeness

In this chapter, we study completeness ofAj‘(X) and Aj(X), j = p, k,a, oo. But first we deal

with Ak(X) and Ap(X) and their positive cones Aj‘(X) (j = k,p). The space Aj‘(X) is a

metric space with metric d,. This space is complete provided that if a sequence in Aj”(X) is

a Cauchy sequence with respect to d,, then it converges. Likewise, the normed linear space

Aj(X) is complete if it is complete with respect to its norm · ||,,, i. e. , if it is a Banach

space.

The following example is of some use for studying the completeness of Aj‘(X) (j = p, k).

Here we mention the useful fact that when compact subsets of X are finite, Ck(X) =

Cp(X and consequently Ak(X) = Ap(X So in particular for the discrete space of nat—

ural numbers IN ,Ck(]N ) = Cp(IN ) and Ak(IN ) =Ap(INExample

2.1: IfIN is the discrete space of natural numbers, then Ak(IN ) is topologically

isomorphic to a linear subspace of the separable Banach space I1. It follows that Af (IN ) is

homeomorhic to a subspace ofll. In addition, both Ak(IN ) and Alf (1Nx ) are offirst category,

that is, they can each be written as a countable union of nowhere dense subsets.
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Proof Consider more generally a discrete space X. Let o(X) be the 0-product {t E IR X :

t(2:) = 0 for all but finitely many x E X} which is a subset of the product space IR X . Now

consider o(X) as a normed linear space with norm given by t||1= Z{| t(2:) |: 22 E X}. In

particular, o(X) is a linear subspace of I1. Define { : Ak(X) —> 0(X) as follows. Let A E

Ak(X For each SD E X, define fx E C(X) to be the characteristic function taking 27 to 1 and

other points to 0. Now define {(A)(::) = A(f,,) for each 2: E X. Note that {(A) E 6(X) since

KA is finite and since if 22 E X\KA then A(f,,) = 0. This clearly defines a linear function

from Ak(X) intoo·(XTo

show that { is one-to-one, let A E Ak(X) be such that {(A) = 0. Then A(f,) = 0 for

every 2: E KA. Now let f E C(X), Define g = Z{f(2:)f, :2: E KA}. Then g|KA= f|K,, so

that A(f) = A(g) = Z{f(2:)A(f„,) : 23 E KA} = 0. Therefore A = 0 and { is one-to-one.

To show that { maps Ak(X) onto o(X), let t E cr(X Then there is a finite subset K of

X such that t(27) = 0 whenever 27 6 X\K. Define A : Ck(X) —> IR by A(f) = Z{f(2:)t(x) :

2: E K This is clearly a linear function. It is straightforward to check that {(A) = t. It

remains to show that A is continuous at 0; so let 6 > 0. Define 6 = Ü where M =

Z{|t(2:)|: 22 E K}. Then iff E< 0,K,6 >,|A(f) — A(0)|$ Z{|f(2:)||t(2i)|: 2: 6 K} <

6M < 6. Therefore A is continuous, so that A E Ak(X It follows that { maps Ak(X) onto

o(X).

Next to establish that A||,$ ||{(A)||1 for each A, let A E Ak(X) and let f 6 C*(X) with

IIf I|«»S 1- Then I«\(f)I = IX (Z{f(==)fz==¤ 6 10}) IS ZI{|f(a) |I«\(f:) I= a 6 10} S

ZI{I »\(fz) I= a 6 10} = Z{I €(«\)(¤¤) |= a 6 X} = II
€(«\)

II1 -Th1¤ Shaws that €" is
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continuous.

Finally, to show that { is continuous, let «\ 6 Ak(X). Let P = {:1: 6 KA : Ä(f,) > 0} and

N = {n 6 KÄ = «\(f¤) < 0}- Then II»\||— = ¤nP{|«\(f)|= f 6 C*(X),|lf||«» S 1} 2|«\(Z{fx=

¤= 6 P})I = Z{»\(f=) = =¤ 6 P} = Z{I«\(fz)|= n 6 P}- Snn11=n1y |I»\|I- 2 >I3{—«\(fx) = n 6 N}

= «\(f,,) |: 2: 6 N}. Therefore 2 »\ ||,,. 2 «\(f.,) |: z 6 KA} = {(«\) ||1 . It follows

that { is continuous. This establishes that { is a topological isomorphism. Also note that

{ takes Af(X) onto 0"'(X) = {t 6 a(X) : t(m) 2 0 for all 27 6 X}.

We show that Ak(IN )is of first category. Let T,. = {t 6 0(IN ) : t(m) = 0 for all
‘ m > n}. Then o(IN ) = U{T,. : n 6 IN Each T,. is closed in 0(IN To show this, let t 6

o(IN )\T,.. So there exists an m such that m > n but t(m) 96 O. For any s 6 T,., ||s — t||1=

2*;, |s(i) — t(i)|2|s(m) — t(m)|=| t(m)_| . Choose 6 such that 0 < 6 <|t(m)| . Then the

6-ball centered at t does not interesect T,.. Hence T,. is closed in 0(IN Next we show that

the interior of T,. is empty. If possible, let t 6 interior of T,.. Then there exists an 6 > 0 such
l

that t 6 B(t, 6) Q interior of T,. where B(t,6)={s 6 a(IN ) s — t ||1< 6}. t 6 T,. means

t(m) = 0 for a.]l m > n. Define s : IN —> IR as followsz s(i) = t(i), for all i where 1 S

iS n,.s(n+1) = äand s(m) = 0 fora.llm > n+1.||s—t||1= s(n+1) = ä < 6.So

s 6 B(t,6) Q interior of T,.. But s(n + 1) 96 0 means s 6 T,.. So s ¢i11terior of

T,.. A contradiction, hence interior of T,. is empty. Hence a(IN ) is of first category and

consequently Ak(IN ) is also of first category. The proof showing that a+(IN ) is of first

category is similar. Here we take T,. = {t 6 o+(IN ) : t(m) = 0 for all m > n}. u

To establish that the completeness of Aj'(X) (j = p,k,0z,oo) is equivalent to the com-
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pleteness of Aj(X), it is convenient to introduce vector lattices and to indicate how each

member of Aj(X) decomposes into the difference of its positive and negative parts from

Af(X A partially ordered vector space V is a real vector space equipped with an order

relation S that is compatible with the algebraic structure as follows:

1. If14S11,thenu+wS11-|-111holdsforallw€V

2, If 14 S v, then au S av holds for all a 2 0.

The set V+ = {11 E V : 11 2 0} is called the positive cone of V and its members are called

the positive elements of V Clearly, the sum of two positive elements is again a positive

element.

A partially ordered vector space V is called a vector lattice (or a Riesz space) if for

every pair of elements u,v E V both sup {14,v} and inf{11, v} exist. As usual, sup {14, v} is

denoted by 14Vv and inf {'l.l,'U} by 14/\v. That is 14Vv = sup {14,11} and 14/\v = inf {14,11}. In

a vector lattice, the positive part, the negative part and the absolute value of an element v

are defined by 11+ = vV 0, v' = (—'U)VÜ and |v |= 11V (—v). A number of useful inequalities

are now derived.

Theorem 2.2: If u, v and w are elements of a vector lattice, then the following inequalities

hold: _

1-lv+vISlv| + lvl;

2-llvl — lvllélv — vl;

3.|u+ — 11+|S|u—11| and|14‘ -v'|S|14— v| .

Proof 1. From 11 S|11| and 11 S|11|,it follows that 11+ 11 S + |11| . éimilarly —(14-l- 11) S
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lul + lvl holds and thus lu+ vl = (u+v)V [—(u+v)] S lul + lvl .

2. By (1) wesee that lul = lu—v-l-vl S lu—vl + lvl and so lul — lvl S lu-vl . Similarly

lvl — lulSlu—vl and hence — lvllSlu—vl .

3. Note that u+ = %(u+ Then to establish the required inequality, use (1) and (2) as

f¤11¤wS= lv" — v+I=l%(v+ lvl)- %(v+ lvl)|= ä |(v— v)+ (lvl - IvI)|S ä lv — vl +
ä- — lvllSlu—vl . Similarly lu“ — v'lSlu— vl. I

A subset A of V is called order bounded if there exists an element v 6 V such that
I

lu lg v holds for all u E A. A linear fuctional «\ on a vector lattice V is said to be order

bounded if it carries order bounded subsets of V onto bounded subsets of IR . That is, a

linear functional A on V is order bounded if for every v E V+ there exists some M > 0 such

that l «\(u) lg M holds for all u E V with l u lg v. A linear functioal «\ on V is called
A

positive if )„(v) 2 0 holds for each v E V1'. Clearly every positive linear functional is order

bounded. Now let V"' be the set of all order bounded linear functionals on V. V"' is called

the order dual of VX For each )(,u E V"', define A S u provided that «\(v) S u(v) for all

v E V'l'. Then V"' becomes a partially ordered vector space, which is in fact a vector lattice

by the following Reisz Theorem (see[2], page 13).

Theorem 2.3: Reisz). If V is a vector lattice, then its order dual V"' is likewise a

vector lattice. Moreover,

«\+(v) = sup {»\(w) : 0 S w S v}

«\‘(v) = sup {—«\(w) : 0 S w S v}, and

I«\I (v) = Svp{«\(w) =lv¤lS v} = S¤p{l«\(v>)I=lv¤lS v}
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hold for each A 6 V" and v 6 V+.

The function space C(X) or C*(X) is a vector lattice under the ordinary partial order

defined by: f S g provided that f(2:) S g(:z:) for $11 x 6 X. Now C(X)” contains Ak(X) or

Ap(X), as shown by the the following argument. We show the argument for Ak(X The

argument for Ap(X) is similar. Let A 6 Ak(X) and let g 6 C(X) with g 2 0. Since A is

continuous on Ck(X), there is some constant M and a compact subset K of X such that

for every f 6 C(X) |A(f) |S MpK(f). So if | f |S g, then |A(f) Ig MpK(g). That is,

A carries order bounded subsets of C(X) into bounded subsets of IR . Therefore A is order

bounded and an element of C(X
)”,

as desired. By using the same argument as used above,

we can show that if A is an element of A,,(X), then A belongs to C*(X)'°. Now we deal with

the case of A„(X). Let A 6 A„(X) and let g 6 C"(X) with g 2 0. Now if | f |S g and

f E C*(X), then I A(f) I S II A II—IIf I|«» S II A II—II 11 II«» -S¤ A E C"(X)”· lt fellewe

from the discussion above that each A 6 Aj(X) (j = p,k,a and oo) can be written as A =

A+ — A- where A+ and A- are positive linear functionals on C(X) or C*(X) depending on

j. Now by Lemmas l.2.1—1.2.4 both A+ and A- are members ofAj‘(X) (j = p, /6:,62, oo). This

establishes the first part of the following theorem

Theorem 2.4: Each A 6 Aj(X) (j = p,k,a,oo) can be written as A = A+ — A-, where

A+ and A- are members of Aj‘(X). Furthermore, ifA,p 6 Aj(X), then ||A+ — jr" ||,,,S

IIA— alla end IIA‘ — rl- II-S IIA— uII—-
Proof For the second part, it suflices to show that if A,p 6 Aj(X), and | A |S| p |, then

IIAII—SII1aII—-New fer f E C‘(X). I A I (I f I) = ann {A(y) =IgISIfI} Se that fer all
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f 6 C"(X).I«\(f)IS |«\I (If!) S |#| (lfl) = S¤p{u(s1)=|g|SlfI}-Th¤r@f¤r<= Il«\I|-=
S¤p{I>~(f)|=|IfI|«»S 1} S S¤p{|11(y) I=|Is1II<»S 1} = Ilull- - ¤

Theorem 2.5: The metric space A;(X) (j = p,k,a,oo) is complete if and only if the

normed linear space Aj(X) is complete.

Proof The sufliciency follows from Theorem 1.4.2. For the necessity, suppose that (A„) is a
I

Cauchy sequence in Aj(X From Theorem 2.4 it follows that for each m and n, A; — A; ||„g

|| A„, — A„ ||, and A; — A; ||,,$|| Am — A., ||,, . Therefore and (A;) are Cauchy se-

quences in A_;(X). Since A;(X) is complete, then (A;) and (A;) converge to some p and

u in A;(X). But since each A„ = A; — A; , then (A.,) converges to p- v. Therefore Aj(X) is

complete.!

Because of Theorems 1.4.2 and 2.5, each of the following theorems about Aj’(X) is also

true for Aj(X) (of course for appropriate j). The first result is a necessary condition for

the topological completeness of A_,(X) (j = p, k).

Theorem 2.6: If A;(X) (j = p, k) is completely metrizable, then X is countably compact.

Proof Suppose X is not countably compact. Then X contains a closed copy of the discrete

space IN of natural numbers. Therefore by Theorem 1.5.6, A;(X) (j = p,k) contains

a closed copy of A;(IN But in example 2.1, it is shown that Aj'(IN ) is of first cate-

gory (Note A;(IN ) = A;(IN Then from the Baire Category Theorem it follows that

A;(X) cannot be completely metrizable. !

Note that while considering A,,(X), we considered C*(X), not C(X But by Theorem

2.6, we have when A;(X) (j = p, k) is completely metrizable, C*(X) = C(X). So while
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answering the question of the completeness of Aj‘(X) or Aj(X) (j = p, k). we need to con-

sider only C*(X), i. e. , in this case, we can consider Aj(X) (j = p, le:) as particular cases of

A,,,(X So in the remainder of this chapter we assume C(X) = C*(X) and deduce all the

following resullts on the completness on a more general setting on A,,,(X

Theorem 2.7: Suppose X is infinite and .F(X) Q 0. Now ifAj,‘(X) is complete, then every

countable subset of X is contained in some members of 0.

Proof Let A = {2:,, : n 6 IN } be any countable subset of X. For each m E IN , define Am :

CQ‘,(X) —> IR. as follows. For each f E C;(X), take A,„(f) = %f(a:„). Each Am is a pos-

itive linear functional on C;(X) supported on the finite set
,;:11,

. . . ,2:,,,}. Then by Lemma

1.2.3, A,,, is continuous. Now for each k and m with k < m, d,(A;,,A„,) =|| Ak — A„, ||,$

Therefore (Am) is a Cauchy sequence in Aj(X Since A;'(X) is complete, then

(Am) converges to some A in A§(X). Also A„, —> A impliesA(f)for

all f E C;(X).
n-

Now suppose A has a support Y which belongs to 0. We show that A Q Y. Suppose

not, then there is some m such that mm ¢ Y: Since X is completely regular, there is some

continuous function f on X with values in the unit interval I such that f(x„,) = 1 and

f(Y) = Since A is supported on Y, A(f) = 0. But A(f) =
io;

—é%f(:t„) 2 %f(a:„,) =

ä > 0. With this contradiction, it follows that A Q Y. I

_

Corollary 2.8: IfX is infinite, then and Ap(X) are not complete.

Proof All the members of 0 in this case are finite. So any countably infinite subset of

X cannot be conta.ined in a member of 0. I
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Corollary 2.9: If Af(X) is complete, then the closure of each countable subset of X is

compact.
l

Proof Suppose A is a countably infinite subset of X. Then by Theorem 2.7, there exists a

compact subset K of X such that A Q K. So clXA is compact. I

The Corollary 2.9 shows that countable compactness is not sufiicient for the metric d, on

Af(X) to be complete. The following counter-example confirms that fact. But to explain

this counterexample, we need the following results (see [5], page 262).

(i) A Hausdorff space X is countably compact if and only if every countably infinite subset

of X has an accumulation point.

(ii) Every iniinite closed set F Q ßIN , where ßIN is the Stone-Öech compactification of

IN , contains a subset homeomorphic to ßIN ; in particular F has cardinality 2° where c =

the cardinality of the set of real numbers.

Now let X = ßIN where x E ß1N\IN . Since X is a. proper dense subset of

ßIN , the space X is not compact. On the other hand, for every countably infinite sub-

set A of X Q ,ßIN , we have by (ii), the cardina.lity of the set clßm A = 2° which implies

Adf1X 56 0 where Ad = the set of all accumulation points of A in ßIN . Thus the set A has

an accumulation point in X, which shows that the space X is countably compact.

Now note that IN is dense in X. Since clXIN = X is not compact, Af(X) cannot be

complete.

The next result gives a sufficient condition for completeness ofA§(XTheorem

2.10: If the closure of each countable union of elements of a belongs to ol, then
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A§(X) is complete.

Proof Let (A„) be a Cauchy sequence in A§(X Consider A;(X) as a subspace of the com-

plete metric space A§°(X Then (A„) is a Cauchy sequence in A;'o(X) and hence converges

to some A in A;,(X Suppose each A„ is supported on A„ where A„ E 0. We show that

A is supported on A = Let f E C*(X) with flA= 0. Since each A., is supported on

A„ Q A, then each A„(f) = 0 and consequently A(f) = lim„.,„ A„(f) = O. Therefore A has

support A. But by hypothesis A E 0. Hence by Lemma 1.2.3 A E A§(X). So A§(X) is

complete.!

Corollary 2.11: Suppose X is a normal Hausdorß space. Then A§(X) is always complete.

Proof Suppose for each n, A„ is a 0-compact subset of X. Then = E

0. !.
l

Corollary 2.12: If the closure of each 0 -compact subset of X is compact, then Af(X) is

lcomplete.

It follows from Corollary 2.12, for example, that if X is the space of countable ordinals,

then Af(X) is complete.

The suflicient condition in Corollary 2.12 can be expressed in terms of nets in Ak(X The

next theorem (found in shows that X is compact if and only if every convergent net

in Ck(X) has a bounded subnet (i. e. , there is an element of Ck(X) which is greater than

or equal to each member of some subnet). To prove this theorem, we need the following

lemma.

”
Lemma 2.13: If X is psuedocompact but not compact, then there exists a convergent net
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in Ck(X) which has no bounded subnet.

Proof Since X is regular, there exists an open filter Z1 on X which has no cluster point

in X. Define D = U x IN , and direct D by: (U,m) S (Kn) if and only if V Q U and

m S n. Now define net $ : D —> as follows. First suppose that X and C(X) have

been we]I—ordered. Let d = (U,m) 6 D. Let :1: be the first element of U. Then take $(d) to

be the first element of C(X) such that $(d)(x) = m and ¢(d)(X\ U)=To

show that 45 converges to 0 in Ck(X), let K be a compact subset of X. Then there is

some U 6 U such that UFIK = ß. Let m 6 IN , and let d= (U,m). Now let 6 = (Kn) 6

D be such that 6 2 d. Then K Q X \ V, so that ¢(e)(:1:) = 0 for each :1: 6 K. Then 45 is

eventua.lly 0 on K, so that d1 converges to 0 in Ck(X
W

To show that every subnet of gb is not bounded in C(X), let $ : E —> D be cofinal for

some directed set E, and let g 6 C(X Since X is pseudocompact, there is some m 6 IN so

that g(a:) < m for a.ll :1: 6 X. Let U E U, and let d = (U, m). Since $ is cofinal, there exists

an 6 6 E such that $(6) 2 d; say $(6) = (V,n). Let :1: be the first element of V. Then

(qßo $)(6)(:1c) = n 2 m > g(:1:). So the subnet qbo $ of ¢> is not bounded by g. I

Theorem 2.14: Every convergent net in Ck(X) has a bounded subset if and only ifX is

compact.
I

Proof First suppose that X is compact. Then the supremum metric on C(X) generates the

topology of Ck(X). Let $ : D —> Ck(X) be a net which converges to some f in Ck(X). Then

there is some d 6 D such that for a.ll 6 6 D with 6 2 d, |¢;b(6)(:c) — f(:1:)| < l for all

:1: 6 X. Let E = {6 6 D : 6 2 d} with the order inherited from D, and let $ : E —> D be
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the inclusion map. Then 1/2 is cofinal, so that 45 0 ib is a subnet of 45. Define g = f + 1. To

show that 450 zb is bounded by g, let e E E and 2 E X. Then e Q d, so that (450 d¤)(e)(2) =

¢(¢)(=¤) < f(¤) + 1 = g(==)-

For the converse, suppose that every convergent net in Ck(X) has a bounded subnet.

Because ofthe Lemma 2.13, it suffices to prove that X is pseudocompact. Suppose that X is

not pseudocompact. Then there exists a positive unbounded f in Choose a sequence

(2,,) in X such that for each n, n 5 f(2,,) < f(2,,+l). Define C = {2,, : n E IN Let

.7 be a free ultrafilter on C, directed by inclusion. Define net 45 : 7 —> C(X) as follows.

Let A E .7. Let n be the smallest element of IN greater than 1 such that 2,, E A. Let

oz be the piecewise linear map from IR. to IR. which takes (-00, f(2,,..l)] to 0 and, for each

i Q n, takes f(2,) to the smallest element m on IN greater than i such that 2,,, E A. Now

define 45(A) = a o f. This defines the net ¢.

To show that 45 converges to 0 in Ck(X), let K be a compact subset of X. There exists

an m E IN such that K Q f'°1((—00,f(2„,-l))). Let = C\{$1,•••,xm}, which is in

7 since .7 is free. Now let B E .7 with B Q A. Let n be the smallest element of IN such

that 2,, E B. Then since n > m, K Q f"((-00,f(2,,-l)]), and thus 4>(B)(2) = 0 for every

2 E K. Hence 45 converges to 0 in Ck(X).

To show that every subnet of 45 is not bounded in C(X), let il: : D -> .7 be cofinal for

some directed set D, and let g E C(X). Define sequence {n, : i = 0, 1,2, by induction as

follows. Let no = 0 and nl = 1. Suppose the nk have been defined for k Q 1. Then define

n;,+l to be the smallest element of IN which is greater than max{n;,,g(2l), ...,g(2,,k Now
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define A = {:1:,, :112, < Tl S 112,+1 for some i = 0,1,2,...,} and B = C\A. Since .7:is

an ultrafilter, either A 6 .7: or B E .7:. If A 6 .7:, then since 1l: is cofinal, there exists a

d 6 D such that 1ß(d) Q A. Let 2,, 6 1ß(d) for some TL > 1. Then 112, < Tl S 112,+1 for some

i = 0, 1,2, .... Let m be the largest element 0fIN such that m S 112,+1 and :1:,,, 6 1[1(d). Then

(¢> o 1ß)(d)(:1:,,,) > 112,+2 > g(2„,). On the other hand, if B 6 .7:, there exists a d 6 D such

that 1,b(d) Q B. Let 2,, 6 1l1(d) for some Tl > 1. In this case 112,..1 < n S 112,for some

i = 1,2, .... Let m be the largest element of IN such that m S 112, and 2,,, 6 1/r(d). Then

(d1 o 1b)(d)(:1:,,,) > 112,+1 > g(:1:,,,). So in any case, the subnet ¢> o 1b of ¢> is not bounded by

g. With this contradiction, it follows that X is pseudocompact. I

Now we have the last theorem of this chapter.

Theorem 2.15: Suppose for each 0-compact subset A ofX, every conve1ge11t net in Ck(A) has

a bounded subnet. Then A,'§'(X) is complete.

Proof Use Corollary 2.12 and Theorem 2.14. I

At the end of this chapter, we prove what we have said in the Remarks 1.5.9 and

1.5.13. We do it for the Remark 1.5.9. The proof for the Remark 1.5.13 is similar. Now

suppose X is a closed subspace of a normal Hausdorff space Y. So X is C*-imbedded in

Y. Hence by Corollary 1.5.8 1** : A,,,,(X) —> A,„( Y) is an (into) isometry where i : X —»

Y is the inclusion map. We already know that A,,,,(X) and A,„( Y) are complete. Hence

i**(A,„(X)) is a complete (normed linear) subspace of A,„( Y). Hence i**(A,,,,(X)) is closed

in A,,,,( Y). The proof for is similar.
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Chapter III

Measure-Theoretic Couuterparts

In this chapter we will talk about the measure-theoretic counterparts of Aj(X) (j =

p,k,a, and oo). In case of A„,(X) and A„(X), we will need to impose some extra condi-

tions on a and X. So we first introduce some ideas from measure theory.

Definition 3.1: A set function is a function defined on a family of subsets having values

in the set of real numbers. A positive set function is a real-valued set function which has

no negative values.

Definition 3.2: A set function u defined on a family 1* of sets is said to be additive or

jinitely additive if

(i) #(0) = 0 and

(ii) #(A1 U · · · U A,,) = #(A1) + · · · + #(A„) for every finite family {A1, . . . , A,.} ofpairwise

disjoint members of 1* whose union is 1*.

But we will be interested only in particular families 1* of sets. Suppose X is a completely

regular Hausdorff space. The algebras generated by the zero sets and the closed sets ofX are
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denoted by A, and Ac respectively while the 0*-algebras they generate are denoted by B,

and B, called the Baire and Borel sets respectively.

For us, a finitely additive measure (also called a signed measure) on A, or A, is

a real-valued finitely additive set function defined on A, or Ac respectively. The total

variation | p | of a finitely additive set function p defined on any of the above algebras

is the set function defined at each set A in the algebra to be the supremum of the sums

E [ p(E;)| taken over all finite pairwise disjoint collections of subsets of A taken from

the algebra.

In the event that p is a positive finitely additive set function defined on an algebra of

sets, it is bounded. Thus a difference of two such positive finitely additive set functions is

also a bounded set function. Conversely, a bounded finitely additive set function it defined

on an algebra of sets has a finite-valued total variation [p | and can be decomposed into

the difference of positive additive set functions [,1+ and p' such that it = ;i+ — pf (see [4],

pages 97-99).

A finitely additive measure p defined on A, or Ba is regular if for each A on which

p is defined and 6 > 0, there are Z, Z' E Z = the collection of zero sets of X, such that

Z C A C
X\Z’

and |;,¢| ((X\Z’)\Z) < 6. Similarly ifpis defined on Ac or B, iris

regular whenever A is in the domain of definition of p and 6 > 0, there are closed and open

sets C and U such that C C A C U and lp.] (U\C) < 6.

A finitely additive measure it defined on an algebra A is called a countably additive

measure or 0-additive measure or a signed measure or simply a measure provided that the
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following holds:

[1(U:°=1 A„) = Z:;1[1(A„) for all pairwise disjoint sequences (A„),‘§;1 such that A„ E

A and Ujf;1 A„ E A. -

When a measure [1 is defined on B, we ca.11 it a Borel measure. Similarly when a measure

[1 is defined on Ba, we ca.11 it a Baire measure. A measure [1 defined on B (or on B,) has

support A where A Q X and A EB (or E Ba respectively) if |[1| (X \ A) = 0. Note when

[1 is a Borel measure with compact support, the definition of regularity of a Borel measure

given here coincides with the one usua.lly given in the books on measure theory. For more

information on measure theory see [4]andNow

we fix some notations.

_ A (signed) measure [1 defined on B (or on Ba) is said to be a finite (signed) measure

if [ [1(A) |< oo holds for each A EB (or A E Ba respectively). It can be shown that this

is the case if and only if |[1(X) |< oo holds. Note that a. signed measure [1 is finite if and

onlyif|[1| (X) < oo.If|[1| (X) < oo,then since |[1(A)|$|[1| (A) $|[1| (X) holds for

each A E B (or A EB,,), [1 is finite. On the other hand if [1 is a finite signed measure, the

Jordan decomposition [1 = [1+ —[1‘
with at least one of [1+ and [F finite shows that [1+ and

[F are both finite and so |,u| (X) = [1+(X) +[1‘(X) < oo. It also shows that a finite signed

measure defined on B or Ba, has finite total variation. For details on the above, see [1], §26.

Now let M;,(X) be the set of all finite (signed) regular Borel measures on X. Let =

{[1 E M;,(X) : [1 2 0, i. e. ,[1 is a positive measure}.

Throughout this and the next chapter we will assume the following extra condition on
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oz : The members of a are closed.

Now define = {p E Mb(X) : p has a support A(Q X) such that A 6 oz}. Let

Mgta(X) = {p E M;,,„,(X) : p 2 0}. When oz = /C(X) or .7·'(X), we write Mb_;,(X) or

respectively.

The next thing to observe is that given p E Mb(X), p p [ (X) defines a norm

on M;,(X). So (M;,(X),|| · is actually a normed linear space. Also is a metric

space when equipped with the metric p given by p(pl, pg) =|| pl — pg for every pl, pg E

MQ‘(X). Note (M;,,„,(X), · is a normed linear space while (Mg‘a(X),p) is a metric space.

Before having our first important theorem in this chapter, we need the following two

lemmas.

Lemma 3.3: Suppose Y is a Borel subset of a completely regular Hausdorjf space X.

Let B(X) and B(Y) be the o-algebras of Borel subsets of X and Y respectively. Then

ß(X)nY =B{Y} where ß(X)nY = {BnY : B €B(X)}.

Proof Define D = {A E ’P(X) : A = E U (B \ Y); E E ß(Y) and B E B(X)} where ’P(X) is

the power set of X. Note X \ (E U (B \ Y) = (Y \ E) U ((X \ (B \ Y)) \ Y). Now it can

be easily shown that D is a 0-algebra on X containing all the closed subsets of X. Hence

ß(X)Q D. So ß(X)nY Q D O Y. But D O Y=B(Y). So B(X)nY Q B(Y). Note B(X) O Y is

a 0*-algebra on Y and if C is a closed subset of Y, then C = C' O Y for some closed subset

C' 0fX which means C E ß(X)nY. Hence B(Y) QB(X)OY. Therefore B(X) O Y =B(Y). l

Lemma 3.4: If A is a compact subset of a Tychonoß space X, then for every closed set

B C X \ A, there exists a continuous function f : X —> I such that f(x) = 0 for x E A and
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f(2:)=1forx6B.
[

Proof See [5], page 168. I

Theorem 3.5: (M;,_j(X),|] · (j = p,k) is isometrically isomorphic to (Aj(X),||·|[..) via

the map F : a —> f·d;.t where lt 6 M;,„j(X). Also Ml:'j(X) is identified with Aj'(X) under

this isometric isomorphism.
l

Proof We do it for j = k. For j = p, the proof is similar.

Define F : M;,,;,(X) —> Ak(X) by F(p)(f)=ffdp for each p 6 M;,,;„(X) and f 6

Ck(X). Let K be a compact support of p, i. e. , |p| (X\K) = 0. Then for each f 6 Ck(X),

IF(11)(f) I=I ffduI=I fi; fdß IS fx Ifl d I11ISI¢1| (K)1¤1<(f) sud ss F(11) is ¤¤¤t1¤¤¤¤s·
Clearly F(;1) is linear. Hence F(;.i) 6 Ak(X). Also ||F(p)||..= sup {|F(p)(f)|: f 6 C*(X);

IIfII«>S 1} S s¤p{|11I (K)11K(f) =f E C‘(X), IIfII«»S 1} =|ß1I (K) =I/1l (X) =IIMII—
Now we prove the reverse inequality, i. e. , S F(p) ||,, .

Note |;t| (K) = sup {2|p(A;)[ : {A;} is a disjoint finite collection of B with UA; Q

K}. So given 6 > 0, there exist A1, . . . A„ 6 B such that A}s are pairwise disjoint and

2}*:1 |„u(A;) ]>| pl (K) — 6. Since p is regular, there exist compact sets C; and open sets

U; such that C; Q A; Q U; and Ip] (U; \ C;) < § for 1 S i S n. Since Afs are pairwise

disjoint, the compact subsets Cfs are also pairwise disjoint and hence pairwise disjoint open

sets M exist such that C; Q V}. Now let W} = U; V1 W. W} is open. Now W} Q U; implies

W¥\C¢ E U6\Cs Whish 111 1¤r¤imp116sI11I(V1G\C«) SIuI(U6\C'6)< 6/71- C6 C. U6 and

C; Q W imply C; Q U;f°1l& = W}. So C;¤(X\W;) = 0. Hence by Lemma 3.4, there exists an

f; 6 C(X, I) such that f;(C;) = {1} and f;(X \ W;) = Let a; = ifa(A;) 96 0 and
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if p(A;) = 0,let ag = 0. Note |a; |= 1 or 0. Let f = Z;} agfg. Since Wfs are pai1·wise

disjoint, ||f||„ S 1.

Now

Iffdß - XL1 |#(A6)l I = I IXL1 aeffsdu - XL1 |#(A6)lI
= I XL1 aefw, fdß - XL1 Iu(Ae)II (616166 f«(X \ W2) = {0})
= IXL1 XL1 aifwgc, fed/1l I
= IXL1 [0¢#(C6) — 06/#(46)] + XL1aiS

XL1 |¤6||#(C1)—#(A6)I +XL1 Ifel dIulS

XL1 I#(A1\C1)| + XL1 |11I(W1\C1)

S XL1!/1l(A¢\C¢)+XL1l#l(W}\C¢) -
< n·§+n·j=26.

S<> XL1 |u(A6)I -26 <|ffd#|< XL1 I1-1(Ae)I +26- But |IF(#)Il-= S¤1>{|fgd#I =
y E C*(X);I|yI|-X1 S 1} Zlffd/1|Whi¢h1¤1Pli@S II F(#)||—> XL1 Iu(A6)| -26 > I
|p| (K)- 6 - 26 =||p|| -36. Therefore -36 <||F(p)||S . Since 6 > 0 is arbitrary

So F is an isometry.

Next we show that F is onto. Suppose A 6 Ck(X). Then A can be written as A =

A+ - A' where A+,A’ 6 Ak(X). Note if A has a compact support K then both A+ and

A“
haire compact support K. To show F is onto, we try to get p1,pg 6 Mg‘;k(X) such that

A+ = F(#1) 616161 A' = F012)- $¤ A = A+-V = F(u1)—F(11z) = F(u1-#2) = F(u) where

p = p1 - pg 6 M;,,;„(X). So we just need to consider A+. Define Aj} : Ck(K) —» IR as

follows. For f 6 Ck(K), let ft be in Ck(X) such that j?|K= f. Define A§(f) = A+(f). Since

A+ has (compact) support K, this definition of Alf is well-defined. Clearly Afg is linear
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since «\+ is linear. Fina.lly «\§ is continuous since sup{|»\§(f)] : f E C*(K), f ||,„$

1} = sup{|«\+(f)|:f EC*(X), ||f||,„$ 1} =|| »\+ oo. By the Riesz Representation

Theorem (see [1], page 242), there exists a px E M§'(K) such that «\j}(f) = fx fdpK for

au f 6 C(K).

The thing that is now needed is a pl E such that pl(B) = pK(B H K) for all

B E B. Then pl would be supported on K so that pl would be in Mg*:k(X) and thus )\+(f) =

)\}Q(f |K) = fKf |K dpg = ffdpl = F(pl)(f) which shows that F maps Mg[‘k(X) onto

AUX)-

· First observe that because of Lemma 3.3, pl is wel1—defined on B. So we only need to

show that pl is regular. Let B E B and let 6 > 0. Since pg is regular, there exists a compact

subset C ofK and an open subset U 0fK such that C Q BOK Q U and pK(U\C) < 6. Let

V = UU(X\K) which is open in X. Then C Q B Q V and pl(V\C) = pK((V\C)f1K) =

pK(U \ C) < 6. Therefore pl is regular. Similarly for «\', we get a p2 E such that

)\“ = F(p2). So «\ = F(p) where p = pl — pg E Ml,,;,(X). Hence F is onto. Also note that

the proof shows F maps Mg*:k(X) onto Alf(X), i. e. , under F, Mg':k(X) is identified with

A,f(X). n.

Also the proof of the above theorem can be modified to obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 3.6 Suppose oz Q IC(X), i. e. , the members ofa are compact. Then is

isometrically isomorphic to A„,(X) while Mgf¤(X) is identijied with Aj„‘(X) under this iso-

metric isomorphism.
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Remark 3.7 Note M;,,,,(X) is actually the normed linear space over IR generated by the

set of Dirac’s measures 6, (2: E X) on X where 6, is defined as follows. For each A Q

X, 6,(A) = 1 ifa: E A and 6,(A) = 0 ifa: ¢ A. Thisfact explains why Ap(X) or can

not be complete because a limit of a Cauchy sequence in M;,,p(X) or in may con-

verge to a regular Borel measure on X with infinite support.

Now what are the measure-theoretic counterparts ofA„„(X) and A„,,(X)? The remainder

of this chapter except the last theorem and its corollaries answers that question. Let

Mc(X) be the set of all bounded finitely additive regular measures defined on A, . Again

M,(X) is a normed linear space with total variation norm. Similarly let M,(X) be the set

of all bounded finitely additive regular measures defined on A, . Also M,(X) is a normed

linear space with total variation norm.

Theorem 3.8 If X is normal and Hausdorß , then M„(X) is isometrically isomorphic to

A„(X) while is identified with A;,(X) under this isometric isomorphism. =

{M E MAX) = M 2 0})-

Proof We give only a partial sketch of the proof. For details see [3], pages 78~83.

Define the map F : M,(X) —> A„(X) by F(p)(f) = ffd;4 for each u E M,(X) and

f E C;‘„(X)- N¤t<¤ |F(M)(f)|=|ffdM|S f |f| d |M|S||f||e¤|M| (X) =||M|I||fI|se Which

gives us ]|F(u)||,,. $ ||u||< oo. So F(u) E A„(X), i. e. , F is well defined.

To obtain the reverse ineqneiity || p || 5 || F(p) ||., we need to irnitete the proof given

in Theorem 3.5. So we have F(u) ||,,=|| u which means F is an isometry. Now we need

to show that F is onto. So let A E A„(X). This A can be written as A = A+ — A‘
where
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«\+,«\' E Aj’o(X). So to show F is onto, we can assume that «\ E Aj'°(X). So our problem

is to find a finite non-negative finitely additive regular measure p defined on Ac such that

«\(f) = ffdp for all f E C;o(X). We do it by defining a real·valued set function pi on the

class of all subsets of X, i. e. , on ’P(X) which can be proved to subadditive. Subsequently

it can be shown that this set function when restricted to Ac is, in fact, regular and additive

and it can be finally established that «\(f) = ffd}1 for all f E C;o(X). Now we finish the

sketch of the proof by giving the definition of pi on It is defined as follows. If U is an

open subset of X, we define p(U) = sup {«\(f) : f E C;°(X); 0 S f S XU} where XU is the

characteristic function of U. If A is an arbitrary subset of X, we define ;i(A) = inf {p(U) :

UisopeninXandA§U}. l .

Remark 3.9: Suppose «\ E Aj'o(X) has support C where C is a closed subset of X. Then

X \ C is open in X. If f E CQ‘°(X) with 0 S f S X(X_C), then f |g= 0. Consequently

«\(f) = 0. So p(X \ C) = 0, i. e. , p has also support C.

But if X is just completely regular and Hausdorff, but not normal, then what will be

the measure—theoretic counterpart of A,„(X For this we have the following answer.

Theorem 3.10: If X is completely regular and Hausdorßß then Mz(X) is isometrically

isomorphic to A„(X) while Mj(X) is identified with A;'o(X) under this isometric isomor-

phism E Mz(X):;1 2 0}.

Proof The proof is very similar to the one given in Theorem 3.8. Only the terms “zero

set” and "complement of zero set” are needed to be substituted for "closed" and "open”
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respectively in the argument given in Theorem 3.8l

But what about the countable additiveness ofelements of M,,(X) or M,(X)'? When X is

countably compact, we have the following answer.

Theorem 3.11: If X is countably compact and if p is a bounded regular finitely additive y

measure defined on Ac , thenu is countably additive on Ac , i. e. ,u(U:°=} A„) = Ef:} u(A„)

whenever (A„) is a countable family of pairwise disjoint sets from Ac with union in A, .

Moreover p has a regular countably additive extension to the 0-algebna B of Borel subsets

of X.

Remark 3.12: As in Theorems 3.8 and 3.10, Theorem 3.11 remains valid if the closed

sets are replaced by the zem sets, Ac by A, and B by B,.

Proof First we show that the total variation |u| is countably additive on Ac . Let 6 > 0 and

let (A„) be a disjoint sequence of sets in Ac with union A in Ac . Since ii is regular, there

exists a closed set E in X such that E Q A and |p| < 6 and for each n 3 1 let U„ be

an open set of X containing A„ such that |u| (U„ \ A„) < So E Q A = U;} A„ Q

U;} U„. E', being a closed subset of X, is also countably compact. Now (U„) is a countable

open cover of E, so there are U1, . . . , Um such that E Q U;} U„. |;.l| (U„\A„) < fg means

lvl (U-)— lvl (A-) < ähs-
-
lvl (A-) >lvl (U-)— €F·'·H€Hc€ 2% lvl (A-) 2

2% lvl (U-) —G·2% ä =2% lvl (U-) —G 22% lvl (U-) — G- Sihss lvl is a

non-negative finitely additive set function, it is monotone and finitely subadditive and it

fsüsws that 2% lvl (A-.) 2 2Z."=1 lvl (U-)— G 2lvI (U$=1U-)—G 2IvI (E) — G 2
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l [1 l (A) — 26. Since 6 > 0 is arbitrary ZZ;. l [1 l (A,.) gl [1 l On the other hand

21::. I#I(A,,)=|#|(U',i=1 A-,) S ISI (A) f¤r S-ny IS SS EZ;. Iul (A-,) S Iul (A)- HSHSS

ZZ;. l[1l (A,.) =l}.Ll (A), i. e. , |[1l is countably additive.

AS Iul iS HIHSS, ISI (A) = XI?=1|#I(A¤)< SS SSHSS(A,)

—> 0 SS k —· ¤¤— Th¤S I S —» 0 SS

k —> oo. So [1(A) = EQ;. [1(A,.), i. e. , [1 is countably additive on A,.

Since [1 can be written as [1 = [1+ — [1' where [1"',[1' E Mj(X), we may reduce the

problem of existence of extension of [1 to B to the case where [1 is a regular non-negative

measure on A., . First we extend [1 to an outer measure (i. e. , a non-negative mono-
A

tone countably subadditive set function which takes 0 into 0) [1* on To this end let

[1*(A) = inf{Z§;1[1(An) : A,. E Ac ;A Q Uff:. A,.} for each A Q X. It can be routinely

shown that [1* is an outer measure defined on 'P(X) . Now define a subset E of X to be

[1*—measurable if [1(A) = [1(E 0 A) + [1(A O (X \ holds for all A Q X. The collection of

all [1*-measurable sets is denoted by E. Now the following things can be shown.

(i) If A E A., [1*(A) = [1(A) holds.

(ii) E is a 0-algebra.

(iii) A, Q E. Hence B Q E. So [1* is an extension of[1 to B.

(iv) [1* is the only extension of [1 to 2. So [1* is the unique extension of [1 to B.

The details of the proofs of the above results can be found in §1l, 12, 13

inFinallythen it only remains to show that [1* is regular on B. Let B E B and choose

a. sequence (A,.) from A., such that B Q UZ; A,. and [1*(B) g Ef:. [1(A,.) — 6. As [1 is
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regula.r on Ac there exists an open set U„ D A„ for each n such that /1(A„) > /1(U„)— for

each n. Thus /1"‘(B) 2 ZZ;} /1(U„) — 6 2 /1(U$,°=1 U„) — 26 where the last inequality follows

by countable subadditivity of /1 on Ac . Note B Q U;1 A„ Q
U§’,°=1 U„ = U (say). Then

/1*(U \ B) 5 26. Similarly for X \ B, we can find an open set V such that X \ B Q V and

/1*(V\(X\B)) 5 26. SoB QX\V=C (say). Cis aclosed set. Now U\C= Ur'1V=

(U \ B) U (V \ (X \ B)). So /1"(U \ C) 5 ßl*(U \ B) + /1*(V \ (X \ B)) 5 46. Hence /1* is

regular on B.!

Now with the help of Theorem 3.11 and Remark 3.12, Theorems 3.8 and 3.10 can be

improved to the following versions.

Theorem 3.13: If X is countably compact, normal and Hausdorßß then Mg,(X) is isomet-

rically isomorphic to A„(X) while is identified with A§,(X) under this isometric

isomorphism.

Theorem 3.14: If X is completely regular, Hausdorjf and countably compact, then the

normed linear space M,,(X) ofall regular finite (signed) Baire measures on Ba equipped with

the total variation norm is isometrically isomorphic to Furthermore, Mg" (X) =

{/1 E M„(X) :/1 2 0} is identified with Aj'°(X) under this isometric isomorphism.

Since A,,(X ) Q A„(X), the Remark 3.9 and the proof of Theorem 3.8 give the following

theorem.

Theorem 3.15: IfX is countably compact, normal and Hausdorßh then M/,,„,(X) is isomet-

rica.lly isomorphic to A„,(X) while M/1’a(X) is identified with A,'§(X) under this isometric
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isomorphism.

Now we close this chapter by proving the following theorem which will be needed in the

next chapter.

Theorem 3.16: If X is countable, then M1,(X) is separable.

Proof For each ar E X, let 6,, be the Dirac’s measure defined on 'P(X) . It is easy to check

that 6, E M1,(X). Let {:1:,, : n E IN } be an ordering of X and let Q be the set of rational

numbers. Then define S = {XL1 q,6„, : n E IN } and q1, . . . ,q,, E Q which is a countable

set.

Now we show that S is dense in M1,(X). To this end, first choose 11 E M1,(X) such that

14 2 0,i. e. , 1l E and let 6 > 0. Since X§°=111(x,,,) = 11(X) < oo, there exists an

N E IN such that X,‘LN+111(z,,) < For each n = 1,2,...,N choose a q„ E Q such 1

that 0 S 11(a:„) — q,, < Define 11 E S by 11 = X£,V=1q,,6,,„. Note that 11(:1:,,) = q,, if

1 S Tl S N and 11(:1:,,)=0 ifn> N. Then (11—11)(:c,,)=11(:1c„)—q,, ifl S n S Nand

(lu-!/)(17„) = 11(z,,) ifn > N, so that in any case 11-11 2 0. Now ||11 — 1/II:-I1l,—l/I (X):

(11q,,) + X?=N_,_1 11(:1:,,) < N · Ü + § = 6. Now if11 = 11+ — 11', then as above choose 111 and

V2 from S such that 11+ — 111 and 11‘ — 112 ||< é. Therefore 11 — (111 —112)(11+

— 1f) — (v1 — vz) II=II (11+ — v1)+ (vz — W) IISII11+ — V1 II + II vz — v' ||< 6- But

111,112 E S implies 111 - U2 E S. Hence S is dense in M1,(X) and so Mb(X) is separablefl.

Corollary 3.17: IfX is countable, then and are separable.

Proof A subspace of a separable metric space is separable.!
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Chapter IV

Separability

In this chapter we study the separability of Aj'(X) and Aj(X) (j = p, k,a, oo).

The dcnsity, d(X), of a space X is the smallest infinite cardinal number m such that

X has a dense subset which has cardinality less than or equal to m. Now a space X is

separable if and only if d(X) = Ro.

IfX is a subspace of a metrizable space, then d(X) S d(Y). So by Theorem 1.5.5,ifX is

a subspace of Y, then d(A_,(X)) S d(Aj( Y)) and d(Aj‘(X)) S d(A}“( Y)) for j = p,k. When

Y is normal Hausdorff and X is a closed subspace of Y, by Corollaries 1.5.8 and 1.5.11,

d(^1(X)) S d(^1(Y)) Md d(^}*(X)) S d(^}*(Y)) f¤r i = ¤,¤<>-

Theorem 4.1: d(Aj'(X)) = d(Aj’( Y)) for j = p, k,a, oo.

Proof Since Aj(X) is metrizable, it sufiices to show that d(Aj(X)) S d(Aj’(X)). Let A be

a dense subset of Aj'(X) having cardinality d(Aj'(X)). Define E = {pl — p; : pl,p; E

A} which is a subset of Aj(X) having cardinality d(A}l'(X)). It remains to show that E is

dense in Aj(X). Let A E Aj(X) and let 6 > 0. Then since A is dense in Aj'(X), there exists

pl,p; E A such that d,..(«\+,pl) < ä and d,,(«\',p;) < Therefore ||)& — (pl — p;)||,,,=
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|I(V' · V) — (#1 — #2)II—S|lV’ — /*1ll·•· + IIV — #2 |I—= d—(V“»#1)+ d—(V-#2) < ·%+% =

6.l

Corollary 4.2 : Aj'(X) is separable if and only if Aj(X) is separable (j = p,k,a,oo).

First we deal with the separability of Aj(X) where j = p, k.

We have seen in I.3, the evaluation function defined at :1:, 45,, : Cp(X ) -> IR , which takes

an element f of Cp(X) to f(:2:), is in A,'§'(X). So 45, E Q A]‘f(X). Again in 1.3; we

have seen that the evaluation function <I> : X —> A;(X) which takes 2: to cp, is one-to-one.

Hence the card(X) = card<I>(X
l

It is also true that <I>(X) is a discrete subset ofAj'(X To see this, let 22 and y be distinct

Peinte ef X- Then d-(4%-¢y) =II 41: — ¢¤ |I—= SnP{l¢=(f) — ¢y(f)|=f E C(X)-I|fII«»S 1} =
Snp{|f(¢) —f(y)I=f E C(X)-||f||«»S 1} 2 1-

For the remainder of this section, the notation |X | stands for the greater of NQ or the car-

dinality ofX. Now since <I> is one-to—one and <I>(X) is a discrete subsetof|X|

. Therefore since d(<I>(X)) S d(Aj(X)), the following is true.

Theorem 4.3: For each space X, |X|S d(Aj'(X))(j = p, /6:).

Corollary 4.4: If Aj’(X) (j = p, k) is separable, then X is countable.

Proof Aj‘(X) is separable implies d(A}'(X)) = No.!

Wealso have the converse of the Corollary 4.4.

Theorem 4.5:
If·X

is countable. then A}1’(X) (j = p,k) is separable.

Proof By Theorem 3.5 d(MQ:j(X)) = d(Aj”(X)). But by Corollary 3.17, d(Mg‘:j(X)) =
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NO when X is countable. So when X is countable, Aj'(X) is separable.!

Now the Corollary 4.4 and Theorem 4.5 give the following theorem.

Theorem 4.6: Aj‘(X) (j = p,k) is separable if and only ifX is countable.

Now we deal with the separability ofAj(X) (j = oz, oo). As before, for each x E X, define

the evaluation function at 2:, ¢„, : C;‘(X) —> IR , (j = 0:,00) by taking ¢„(f) = f(:c) for

each f E C;(X Now ¢„ is a positive linear functional on C;(X) which is supported on

{2:}. Now if {2:} E a, by the Lemma 1.2.3, d>„ E A§(X). Since aß, is positive, by the Lemma

1.2.4, 45,, E Aj’°(X). Now the cases of Aj’(X) (j = p,lc) can be modified to obtain the next

two theorems.

Theorem 4.7: Suppose }'(X) Q cx. Then <I>(X) is a discrete subset of A;‘(X) and |X |$

d(^„T(X))-

Corollary 4.8: Suppose .7:(X) Q cr and A§(X) is separable. Then X is countable.

Corollary 4.9: Suppose X is normal and Hausdorßi If Aj'(X) is separable, then X is
i

countable.

Theorem 4.10: For each space X, |X|$ d(Aj'o(X)).

The next question is if we can have the similar version of Theorem 4.6 for A§(X The

following theorem gives a partial answer to that question.

Theorem 4.11: Suppose .7—”(X) Q oz Q IC(X). Then Aj(X) is separable if and only if X is

countable.

Proof Suppose Aj(X) is separable. Then by the Corollary 4.8, X is countable. Conversely,
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let X be countable. Now since oz Q IC(X), by the Theorem 3.6 A§(X) is isometric to

Mg‘:a(X). S0 d(A§(X)) = d(Mgt'¤(X)). But by Corollary 3.17, d(Mg‘°(X)) = No. Hence

A;'(X) is separable.!
I

But what about the converse of the Corollary 4.9? Note in this case we cannot appeal

successfully to Theorem 3.15. Because a countably compact countable space is compact

and consequently C;(X) = C{(X) = Ck(X) which in turn implies A„(X) = Ak(X). So we

get nothing new.
l

Lastly, we talk about the separability of A„(X Note that, by Theorem 4.1, A„(X) is

separable if and only if A;,(X) is separable.

Theorem 4.12: A„(X) is separable if and only ifX is compact and countable.

Proof If A,„(X) is separable, then Ap(X) is separable. Hence by the Corollary 4.2 and

Theorem 4.6, X is countable. Again, since A„(X) is the conjugate space of the normed

linear space C;o(X), C;o(X) is separable. But this implies that X is compact (see [9], page

54).

Conversely, let X be countable and compact. Since X is compact, Ck(X) = C]‘Q(X) =

C;,(X) and consequently A„(X) = Ak(X). But since X is countable, by Theorem 4.6,

Ak(X ) is separable. Hence A.„(X) is separable.!
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